Grade 8 Chapter 1 Review
Go to my website to find the answers http://bethpowerhomework.weebly.com 
Your actual quiz will be much shorter than this.

Modified True/False
Indicate whether the statement is true or false. If false, change the identified word or phrase to make the statement true.

____	1.	All water found on Earth is drinkable.

____	2.	Most of the world’s fresh water is found in lakes and rivers.

____	3.	Most of the world’s available fresh water is stored in glaciers.

____	4.	Another term for a watershed is a drainage basin.

____	5.	The water cycle is a natural water purifier.

____	6.	Ocean water is the only water on Earth that contains salt.

____	7.	Glaciers are the primary source of water in the water cycle.

____	8.	There is more fresh water underground than there is in all the rivers, lakes, ponds, and streams.

Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

____	9.	Which fraction represents the amount of fresh water on Earth that is frozen in large masses of ice?
a.
3/100
b.
2/100
c.
2/3
d.
1/3


____	10.	Which term is used to describe all of the water associated with our planet Earth?
a.
atmosphere
b.
biosphere
c.
hydrosphere
d.
lithosphere


____	11.	Which date marks the end of the last ice age?
a.
2000 years ago
b.
11 000 years ago
c.
110 000 years ago
d.
120 000 years ago


____	12.	How long did the last ice age last?
a.
10 000 years
b.
11 000 years
c.
109 000 years
d.
120 000 years


____	13.	Patrick reviews his notes for his science test and finds that he is missing some information about salt water. Which of the following statements should he add to his notes?
a.
Salt water comprises 99 percent of all water on Earth.
b.
Salt water has a higher salinity than fresh water.
c.
Salt water has a lower density than fresh water.
d.
Salt water is found in lakes, ponds, rivers and streams.


____	14.	Which is responsible for providing the energy for the water cycle?
a.
the climate
b.
the Moon
c.
the Sun
d.
the tides


____	15.	As glaciers flow into oceans, large chunks of ice break loose. Some are several kilometres in length. What are they called?
a.
glaciers
b.
icebergs
c.
icefall
d.
pack ice


____	16.	Which term is used to describe water that does NOT soak into the ground or evaporate after a rainstorm?
a.
groundwater
b.
melt water
c.
outflow
d.
run-off


____	17.	Which of the following best describes the order of the processes in the water cycle?
a.
evaporation, condensation, precipitation, run-off
b.
evaporation, condensation, run-off, precipitation
c.
evaporation, precipitation, run-off, condensation
d.
evaporation, run-off, condensation, precipitation


____	18.	Which term is used to describe the total area from which precipitation drains into a single river or set of rivers?
a.
continental divide
b.
drainage basin
c.
drainage divide
d.
ocean basin


Completion
Complete each statement.

	19.	When liquid water changes into water vapour, the process is called ____________________.

	20.	When water vapour changes into liquid water to form clouds, the process is called ____________________.

	21.	When water from the clouds falls on the surface of Earth, the process is called ____________________.

	22.	The amount of salt dissolved in the ocean is referred to as ____________________.

Matching

Match each of the following terms with the most appropriate definition, explanation, or description given below.
a.
density
d.
run-off
b.
glacier
e.
ground water
c.
salinity


____	23.	the amount of salt dissolved in a specific amount of water

____	24.	precipitation that falls on land and sinks out of sight and remains in cracks underground

____	25.	precipitation that falls to land and flows into streams and rivers and eventually into the ocean

____	26.	a large compressed mass of ice and snow that does not melt away in summer

Match each of the following terms with the most appropriate definition, explanation, or description given below.
a.
atmosphere
d.
lithosphere
b.
hydrosphere
e.
drainage basin
c.
gravity


____	27.	the solid rocky ground of the Earth’s crust

____	28.	the air surrounding the planet

____	29.	the force that pulls all masses toward the centre of Earth

Short Answer

	30.	Under each heading in the chart below, list two examples of each form of water found on Earth.

Solid Water
Airborne Water
Salt Water
Fresh Water










	31.	Explain 3 ways that glaciers are important on Earth.

	32.	Global warming results in the melting of glaciers. What are two consequences of global warming?

	33.	Draw and label a diagram illustrating the water cycle. Include the terms: evaporation, condensation, precipitation, run-off, groundwater, clouds, and Sun.
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MODIFIED TRUE/FALSE

	1.	ANS:	F
Less than one percent of water found on Earth is drinkable. (Some water is polluted from a variety of sources, but close to 97 percent of the water on Earth is salt water, which is undrinkable.)


	2.	ANS:	F
Most of the world’s fresh water is found in ice, particularly in Greenland and at the poles of Earth.


	3.	ANS:	T			

	4.	ANS:	T	

	5.	ANS:	T

	6.	ANS:	F
Ocean water is not the only water on Earth that contains salt. (Even fresh water contains tiny amounts of salt.)

	7.	ANS:	F
Oceans are the primary source of water in the water cycle.

	8.	ANS:	T

MULTIPLE CHOICE

	9.	ANS:	C	

	10.	ANS:	C

	11.	ANS:	B

	12.	ANS:	C

	13.	ANS:	B

	14.	ANS:	C

	15.	ANS:	B

	16.	ANS:	D

	17.	ANS:	A

	18.	ANS:	B

COMPLETION

	19.	ANS:	evaporation


	20.	ANS:	condensation


	21.	ANS:	precipitation


	22.	ANS:	salinity


MATCHING

	23.	ANS:	C	

	24.	ANS:	E	
		

	25.	ANS:	D	

	26.	ANS:	B	
	27.	ANS:	D	

	28.	ANS:	A	

	29.	ANS:	C	

SHORT ANSWER

	30.	ANS:	
Answers will vary, but possible answers include the following:

Solid Water
Airborne Water
Salt Water
Fresh Water
ice cube
clouds
Atlantic Ocean
lake
iceberg
fog
Strait of Belle Isle
river
snow
your breath
Dead Sea
rain
hail
humidity
perspiration
pond
sleet

salt lakes
puddle



	31.	ANS:	
Answers will vary, but may include any three (3) of:
- act as natural reservoirs
- feed a constant supply of meltwater to river systems
- slow down passage of water through water cycle
- store vast quantities of fresh water
- provide important clues to the past


	32.	ANS:	
- Sea level rises
- Rate of evaporation increases
- More rainfall, more floods, more storms
- Less available fresh water from glaciers to fill rivers


	33.	ANS:	
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2 marks for diagram, 1 mark per label


